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Operettas Feature Solo Singing
By Bruce Smith
The second presen~abon of
Harding's Speech and Music Departments' major productions
of 1968 will be given at 8:00
Saturday evening, May 11, in
the large auditorium.
The first performance was presented last night.
Trio, the Department's name
for the three productions to be
given, wiU bring together in one
evening the largest cast of indiV·idual s.ingers the campus has
seen at one t ime in at least five
or six years. The production invalves three s h o r t English
ope;attas, featuring a. w i d e
vanety of style and settmg.
Italian Rococo
.
.
.
Ltttle Harlequmade IS a .frothy
18th century comedy m an

l•

Italian Rococo setting; Sunday
Excursion, also a light comedy,
is set in early 20th century
America; and Down in the Valley is a western drama based on
the folk tune by that name.
Andrew Saunders, stage director
for the productions, compared
Down in the VaHey to last year's
musical Brigadoon in mood and
style.
Little Harlequinade stars Hoyt
Beasley, Larry Griffith and
Carol Lewey while Sunday Excursion features Carol Adams
Joe Clements Charles Davis'
Kay Gowen and Cliff Roberts · '
In the Valle
·
Y

Da.nett~ Key s.tars as the
herome m Down m the Valley
while Chris Green plays opposite
her. Jn the Valley production

D

Drew Fuller leads a 25 member
chorus based on the chorus often
employed in Greek drama.
Music for the productions is
under the direction of Dr. Earle
T .Moore, chairman of the Music
Department. Hank McDaniel
works with Saunders as special
staging assistant. Set design for
the productions will be basic in
order to facillitate the changes
in style between the three productions.
Appearing in this order, The
Little Harlequinade will be ten
minutes long, Sunday Excursion
will last thirty minutes, and
D~wn in the Valley will be forty
mmutes.
Students will be admitted by
ID cards. Outside admission is
$1 for adults and 50c for students.
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FAIREST OF THE FAIR - Junior Dinah Chisum stands ready
to be crowned by Dr. C. L. Ganus as Kuuen of the May, highlighting Saturday's festivities.

Band, Chorale Set
Combined Concert

ch~~=le~i~lrp~~:e:tab~~!bi~~~

final concert of the year Monday
at 8 p.m. in the main auditorium.
The larger part of the performance will feature the band.
but three numbers, "Oklahoma,"
"America Calling" and "America the Beautiful," will be sung
by the chorale with band accompaniment.
"March Concertante," a piece
recently composed by William
W. Hollaway of the music faculty, will be presented by the band
with Hollaway as guest conductor.

Cheerleader Elections
Set for This Monday
Approximately 15 girls will
be vying for seven positions
on the 1968-68 Bison cheerleading squad in tryouts Monday afternoon.
The tryouts will be held
after the pursuit race on the
intramural field late Monday
afternoon. A specific time
will be announced.
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High School Students Attend
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To Close May Fete, High School Day
By Lynn McCauley
Harding's Annual May Fete
and High School Day concluded
Saturday with the crowning of
Dinah Chisum as Harding's 1968
Queen of May by Dr. Clifton L.
Ganus before an estimated audience of 800 on the front lawn
of the campus.
For the first time in three
years the day's activities were
not dampened by rain.
Five hundred fourteen high
school students from 14 states
were among the audience that
watched the crowning of the
brunette monarch. Miss Chisum
is a junior elementary education
major and a member of Zeta
Phi Zeta social club. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ferd
Johnson of Port Arthur, Tex.

Kendrick and Johnson
Attending the queen were the
queen nominees, Karyn Kendrick and Judy Johnson. Miss
Kendrick, who is a junior history major and a member of
Phi Delta social club, is the
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Kibney
Kendrick of Marlin, Tex. A
senior elementary education major, Miss Johnson is a member
of Oega social club. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
Johnson of Chicago, Ill.
Other members of the royal
court were representatives from
each of the women's social
clubs on campus and their
escorts. Also included were representatives from the girls'
social clubs from Harding Academy. After the crowning of the
queen, the traditional winding of

the Maypole was performed by
thirty-two coeds.
Arrival Friday Night
The High School Day activities started with the arrival of
some students on campus Friday
night. Official registration began
Saturday morning. Among the
day's activities were a special
chapel service. departmental
visits, a Bison band concert, a
theatrical production by the
speech department, a Belles and
Beaux show and a Bison baseball
game.

High schoolers came from
Florida, Texas, Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi, Tennessee, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsi11, Delaware, M i s s o u r i, Oklahoma,
Louisiana and Arkansas to make
this one of the largest attended
in the history of the school.
As usual Ju Go Ju and
Mohican social clubs were in
charge of the preparation of the
May Fete festivities, which included everything from scrubbing the lily pond to urdering
the queen's orchard crown.

Baccalaureate and Commencement

Osborne, Collins to Speak
To 1968 Graduating Class
Roy F. Osborne and Carr P.
Collins have been chosen to
speak to the graduating class of
1968 for the Baccalaureate and
Commencement exercises.

ment speaker, attended Southwest State Teachers College at
San Marcos, Tex., for one year
before moving to Dallas to be
first secretary of the Industrial
Accident Board, an outcome of

Osborne, a minister from San
Leandro, Calif., who held the
1967 spring meeting at the college church, was selected by a
large majority by the senior
class for Baccalaureate speaker.
He is a graduate of David Lipscomb College and Abilene Christian College and has done work
at Denver University and the
University of California. He
worked for six years as a
counselor and teacher in California's San Quentin Prison.

He has an Honorarv Degree of
Doctor of Law from Baylor University in Waco, Tex., the
Horatio Alger Award and the
Universitv Medal and Citation
from Hardin-Simmons University in Abilene.

He has written for several
religious periodicals and has appeared in both the Abilene and
Pepperdine lectureships.
Collins, the administration's
c h o i c e for the commence-

the Workmen's Compensation
Law.
He became a partner with B.
P. Bailey in a general insurance
business in 1915 and remained
until 1931 when they sold it to
Firemen's Insurance of New
Jersey.
In 1927, he founded and
organized the Fidelity Union
Life Insurance Company and is
now chairman of the board and
president. He has been leader
of the Development Committee
of Bishop College in Dallas.

ROY OSBORNE
Bacealaureate Speaker

Baccalaureate exercises will
be at 8 p.m. Sunday, May 26
and Commencement will he
Thursday, May 30, at 10 a.m.

THE YOUNGER SET - "Don't cry; you'll get your chance
someday." Junior participants in the May Fete activities con·· ·
sole each other after their part ends.
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Jean Flippin

From The Ec/itor's Desk:

• t

The Role of ACollege NewspaperHow Should it Be Interpreted?
Let it be carefully stated and carefully understood
that the intended audience of this editorial is not
specific. It is aimed rather at human thought of all
types, whether student, faculty or interested parents.
Does a newspaper have the right to question? Only
if the right answers can be given. Otherwise, no. The
status quo should remain as the guideline without any
challenging, w ithout any exami nation and without any
questions. Besides. anym1e who asks qu esti ons mu st of
necessity he. a little "pink". And everyone knows that
" pink" lC'ads to a darkc•r shade, anrl this darker shade
leads to liberalism. and lihC'ralism leads to destrnction.
Everyone knows that.

The Telescopic Mind
There are a number of people as vulgar and worthless. One
on this campus and in the world bad word, one dirty scene, and
who are depriving themselves they pass the whole thing off
of a great deal in life by having without closer examination.
telescopic minds.
This is unfortunate. In their
That is to say, they disregard frantic struggle to avoid what
or ignore the overall effect of they consider harmful material,
something because they are they are missing some truly
caught up in righteous indigna- great and valuable truths to be
tion over a small part of it, derived from literature and the
which only contributes to the ef- arts.
fect rather than constituting its
A book is not dirty simply bewhole.
cause it contains several fourLIKE A TELESCOPE, they letter words. A painting is not
focus on one distasteful part of · vulgar simply because it ina book, movie, painting or cludes an undr~ped figure. A
drama and condemn the work movie is not sensual simply be-

Right to Question?

Does a newspaper have a right to criticize? Only if
this criticism is justified. And the unbiased judge as to
whether the criticism is justified should of course be the
object or ohjccts of the criticism. Anyway, why <;hould a
newspaper criticite? After all. everything is good. There
are a lot of things humans need, but one of them isn't a
self-examination, a self-cleansing. After all, its been
decided already, and no one can see a reason to change.
Should a campus newspaper be involved in campus
issues? No, actually a newspaper should steer completely
clear of any major issue, and just let them ride. The
basis for this answer is a very valuable and accurate
adage which has proven so very effective through the
years: "thing'll blow over."
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Ignore Issues

A campus newspaper should ignore issues such as
campus elections and concern itself with the more important and more interesting topics, such as the proper
routes for getting from one side of the campus to the
other without stepping on the grass.
The spirit of concern is not at all necessary. Indifference is the key to the continuation of American ideas
and ideals. As long as no one cares, then no one disagrees. As long as no one disagrees, then everyone is
contented- not happy- contented.
Should the editor reflect the ideas of the students
in his editorials? Absolutely, he should swallow every
belief of his own and in some manner force himself to
believe the opinions of the majority. The editor should
determine the wind direction and write either with the
wind or directly against the wind. After all, sometimes
the wind blows from all directions.
Public Relations?

Should the campus newspaper be a public relations
organ, or should it be a student newspaper? This is a
rather ignorant question. Of course the campus newsLynn McCauley
paper is a student newspaper. But still it should reflect
the values and principles of the school to the extent
of cleansing from the pages the "filth" so as to protect
against irritation. So let the "filth" be cleansed. Let us
find the unusual and call it dirty.
It is rather aggravating to enIs this how the role of a student newspaper should
roll in a course, which is debe interpreted?
-D. M . scribed in the catalog, and find

Unpreparedness II

•

"Liberty Is Found In Doing Right"
Pll!OS5
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that that course is not even by
the farthest stretch of the imagination similar to its description.
Obviously only a very sketchy
summary can be presented in
the catalog, but it seems that
the student should at least be
able to recognize a course 'he
enrolled for when he arrives for
the class.
When one finds himself in the
above described situation, he
wonders if he is in the wrong
classroom or if the teacher is.
Students are encouraged to read
the catalog and be familar with
its requirements. It seems a
little exhortation along this line
may be in order for some instructors.
GRANTED, IT IS a good bit
easier to use one set of lecture
notes for an of one's classes, but
somehow that is not quite fair
to students, who surprisingly
enough ,recognize a course in
"basket weaving," even though
it may have zeen labeled in the
catalog as "underwater sculpture."

Possibly this habit, - and that
is what it is with some - borders on dishonesty. When a student enrolls for a course because of his own particular interests and needs but finds the
instructor has some ax to grind
or some hobby to ride, the student naturally feels cheated. In
fact, he is cheated.
TIIEREFORE the following
are offered as solutions to
remedy the problem:
1. Either revise the catalog
to more accurately describe
the teacher's notes, or have
the teacher to revive - I
mean revise - his notes to
fit the description found in
the catalog.
2. For those instructors who
seem to have a one-track
mind, put them on some
type of research grant and
relieve them of their class
room duties.
Hopefully, the above suggestions will be adopted. After an,
some students who unfortunately are stuck with these hobbyists
need some relief.

cause it portrays or implies a
bedroom scene.
WE HAVE NOT blinded ourselves to the fact that there are
hopelessly bad, dirty, vulgar
works which are utterly valueless. And when a social value
is injected merely to offer a
saving grace, this cannot redeem
the works from the trash can.
However, a failure to perceive
the overall social value, an inability to fathom the author's
purpose in · including a special
effect can cause disillusionment
and can prejudice the mind
against the merits of his efforts.
IT IS mE height of absurdity
to attempt to ban all works
whiclt include sexual and profane passages in them. One
might as well begin with the
Bible, for in the Old Testament
are found some of the most
coarse subjects ever set into
King James English.
Those in authority who would
attempt to shelter the Christian
student from books, movies, art,
etc., which some consider low
and base are actually doing the
students a disservice. It is impossible to shelter from the
world for long, and certainly
such elements are to be found
in the world. To be forewarned
is to be forearmed.
To advocate complete freedom, on the other hand, is just
as devastating. Certainly standards must be set, but in the
final analysis, they fall largely
within personal discretion.
FOR ONE PERSON, watching
a movie scene or reading a cer- ·
tain passage may have no adverse effect. For another, it may
induce immoral thoughts or lead
to perverse actions.
So it all boils down to the
individual. A broad framework
may be laid by parents, religious beliefs, or an institution,
but each person decides for
himself within this wramework
what his own moral limits will
be.
With maturity comes discernment. Right and wrong are no
longer black and white; the
shades of gray can change with
the seasons.
If a person has been brought
up in the right way, one book
or one play or one movie will
not irreparably corrupt him. If
he has not been brought up in
the right way, it is a matter of
time, not of degree, before he
falls anyway.
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~ettelt4--Merritt Defends
Conflicting Issues
Editor, the Bison:
I have appreciated the recent
issues of the Bison. I certainly
haven't always agreed with
your editorials or some of the
other creations you have allowed to be printed, but I believe
that it is a healthy sign when
controversy and disagreement
can be tolerated, especially
when they involve the "official
position" of the College.
God help us when our school
is so defensive that it cannot accept criticism, or when we as
Christian Americans are unwilling to re-evaluate both what we
have always believed and the
new challenges to those beliefs
which we may receive. The old
ways are not necessarily right
ways, and new ways may be
abvsmally inadequate.
It is for us to question the
issues fairly, investigating all
sides of the problems, and base
the convictions by which we
pattern our lives on the results.
Roy Merritt
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Six-Day Tour Involves 40

American Studies Students Survey
Chicago Businesses, l-listoric Sights
Prices Good Today and Tomorrow

LADIES WRIST WATCH
Hamilton 17 Jewel

$89.50 value
Gibson's
Discount
Price

$

.88
LADIES
ELECTRIC SHAVER

By Jean Flippin
More than 40 American Studies
students went to Chicago April
27-May 2 on the group's annual
spring tour of businesses and historic sites.
Faculty sponsors for the sixday excursion were Billy Ray
Cox, assistant professor of business, and Dr. Bob Gilliam, head
of the Department of Psychology
and Sociology.
Spending the first night enroute in Springfield, Ill., the
group toured Abraham Lincoln's
home in that city the next morning and also visited nearby New
Salem, a restored log cabin
village. They arrived in Chicago
Sunday night and joined the
business team at the Allerton
Hotel.
Board of Trade
On Monday, the students first

went to the Chicago Board of
Trade, where they observed
commodity buying and selling
on the actual trading floor. This
is the largest commodity business in the world.
They then went to City Hall
for a brief meeting with Mayor
Richard Daley. Following a
short welcoming speech, he
answere1 their questions concerning city government.

On Tuesday the group went to
the Chicago branch of the FBI,
where they saw a film explaining the work of the agent. They
then toured the office facilities
and were allowed a glimpse into the gun room.
The offices of the Dally News
and Sun-Times were the next
stop. Here the group saw in detail the working of a newspaper,
from the editing process to the
printing and mailing of the
finished edition.

Group Divides

Atchison, Topeka
Splitting up again Wednesday
morning, the bulk of the group
toured the Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe Railroad offices. Those
interested in psychology and
sociology went to the Chicago
Youth Activities Center to Jearn
about social work with underprivileged youth in the city.

The group divided for Monday afternoon's activities, with
the accounting majors visiting
Arthur Andersen & Company,
and everyone else going to Dun
& Bradstreet. For the remainder
of the day, they took a tour of
Chicago's slum area, "Skid
Row" and the hippie section.

The final stop of the spring
tour was at the Museum of
Science and Industry, located
on Lake Michigan. Here students
were able to view a real German
submarine as well as numerous
other exhibits.

This Coupon
with one dollar
is good for a haircut
at the

Again staying in Springfield,
the group arrived back on campus Thursday afternoon, May 2.
Their final meeting of the year
will be next Thursday at the
Holiday Inn, when Dr. GeorgeS.
Benson will be the speaker.

MODERN BARBER SHOP
1200 E. Market

Remington
(Lady Go Lightly)

$19.95 value

$12.88
PIN AND PENCIL SET
Gold and Silver

$10.00

MMe$

Gibson's
Discount
Price
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Don't spoil this year's wardrobe
with last year's hairstyle.

ICE CHEST
11 qt. Size

..

We specialize in high fashion
hairstyling and hair coloring.

?n.~ 1ailt £ad~
Under New Management
$1.79 value
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Gibson's
Discount
Price
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Mary Ghent and Barbara Ellenburg
1200 East Market

Searcy, Arkansas
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Survey Shows Christianity Dominates

Collegians Express Views on 'Image'
By Jean Filppin
Upon the suggestion of a recent contributor to the Bison's
"Letters" column, this paper attempted to survey at random the
Harding student body regarding
its individual views on the college's "image."
A total of 115 students out of
1700 were chosen to answer the
questionnaire. They included
persons in 33 major areas, divided into classes as follows: 36
seniors, 30 juniors, 28 sophomores, 19 freshmen and two
special students.
"What do you feel Harding's
dominant image should portray?" they were asked. They
could select one or a combination of these choices: Christianity, Americanism, high academic standards, conservative,
liberal, moderate or no politics
or any other they chose.
Of those picking one answer,
21 chose Christianity as their
selection for Harding's dominant
image. Senior business administration major Garry Parrish
put it this way, "If Christianity
dominates, everything else will

assume its rightful place."
Ted McLaughlin, a junior
speech - journalism m a j o r,
agreed. "There should be no
particular political idea at all"
in the image," he said. "I think
Harding's founders would be
shocked to see her today as she
has embedded herself in politics."
"Everything else is part of
Christianity," added Marvin
Robertson, senior business administration major. "High academic standards and Americanism will logically follow."
Seven more students also chose
one answer, either high academic standards, liberal politics or
no politics. Sophomore accounting major Rick Venable injected
his own belief about the image.
"I advocate an image reflecting excellence in physical,
mental and spiritual activities,"
he declared. Others choosing to
state their own conclusions
mentioned "a climate where
new and progressive ideas are
sought after, accepted and implemented."
Of those choosing a combina-

Lawyer Announces
1968-69 Bi.g Sisters
Big Sisters for the coming
year have been selected, according to Virgil Lawyer, dean of
Students.
The new group will meet May
15 in the small auditorium of the
administration building at 8:15
p.m. to organize.
New members selected are:
chairman, Sherry Carter; Sue
Meeker, Linda Pillow, Mary
Stites, Nancy Ashley, Andrea
Little, Barbara Arnell, Grace
Stroupe, M a r g i e Hammond,
Rennie Willis, Judy Catterton,
Cass Yingling, Cynthia Cornell,
Lynette Lyton, Phyllis Banks.
Linda Minor, Bobbie Beene,
Linda Fortner,Jan Kinman, Julia
Raines, Nancy Springer, Marilyn
Brooks, Suzanne Holland, Susan
Anderson, Allie Elmer, Kay
Smith, Karen Crawford, Dorothy
Willett, Vale Geer, Sharon Barnett, Jane Goetz, Pat Goddard,
Barbara Karaffe.
·
Mary Lee Brock, Sharen
Franklin, Trish Clanton, Ruth
Ann Groggan, Shonnie Smith,
Janet Brown, Diane Williamson,
Beth Geer, Judy Goetz, Mary

SPRING'S

HERE •••

Joy Davis, Glenda Pierce, Chris
Reid, Ellen Redd, Bobbie Ruth
Sharp, Leslie Jackson, Donna
Simpson, Michelle Bryant.
Fran Nichols, Ruby Williams,
Marilyn Cobb, Joyce Rogers,
Mary Ann Nye, Elaine Samuel,
Betty Edster, Sylvia Walker,
Susan Rankins, JoAnn Hene1ey,
Francis Davis, Joyce Howell,
Lynn Greenway.
Big Sisters was organized to
acquaint incoming women students with Harding through
correspondence during the summer.

tion of the available choices, 26
selected the trio of Christianity,
Americanism and high academic
standards as their idea of Harding's projected d o m i n a n t
image.
Senior Karen Galyean, carrying a double history and English
major, explained, "I would
favor an image reflecting all
three, not the Christianity and
conservative politics w h i c h
seems dominant today. It is possible to be patriotic without being conservative."
In selecting this combination,
freshman sociology major Phil
Jamison advocated an image reflecting a campus "in which
kids are encouraged to do a lot
of different things w h i c h
broaden their interests and experiences.' •
"Harding's academic standards would be higher if they
were stressed more," announced
Pat Lyon, junior chemistry major, "Monetary incentives to
make good grades and to reward scholastic efforts should
be as high as those offered for
athletic excellence."
The next most popular combination was Christianity and
high academic standards, selected by 21 students. In their view,
these are the primary goals of
a Christian institution of learning.
"The church should be every
Christian's major," stat e.d
Randy Bostic, junior Bible major. "It is important to any college to be known for top academic standards."
Guy Grove, a senior majoring
in business, also chose this combination, adding "The teaching
of Americanism will logically
follow."
Ten students chose these two
factors and added a third: no
particular political preference.
"I don't go in for all that poli' tics junk," said Jess Curry,
senior social science major.
"I would hope for a climate
where all political beliefs would

be not only tolerated, but sought
and welcomed." mused Richard
Davis, sophomore English major . Freshman Daylon Murphy
continued. "Politics and the
church don't mix, and they
shouldn't at a Christian school."
There were nine students who
did take a definite political stand
in addition to naming Christianity, Americanism and high academic standards as s o u n d
criteria for a collegiate image.
"All political beliefs have a
right to _ be here," felt Ron
Killen, senior journalism major,
"but I think that conservative
politics should prevail as the

dominant political belief because
that is what this school was
founded upon and has grown
upon."
Others assented, commenting
"You can't keep politics out of
the picture," so they listed their
own leaning. Three students
favored the first three and added no politics for the image.
"It's a shame when a student
who comes to Harding is immediately and i r r e v o c a b 1 y
branded ·a conservative, whether
he is or not," said one student.
"This is especially unfair to
moderate or liberal students majoring in the history or political
science field."
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Nixon Gets Noel at 1-/arcling

THE HARDING BISON, Searcy, Ark.

McCarthy Tops National Choice '68 Poll
By Don Wilson
Eugene McCarthy topped all
comers to score a predictable
victory in Choice '68 April 24.
McCarthy, a campus favorite
from the beginning of his campaign, took 28 percent of the
nationwide vote, winning over
Robert Kennedy with 21 percent
and Richard Nixon with 19 percent.
Nelson Rockefeller was fourth
in the voting with 11 percent
deEpite his recently declared
non-candidacy at the time of the
l'!lection.

About 62 percent of the college voters favored reduced
military activity in Vietnam .
Democrats McCarthy and Kennedy and Republican Rockefeller drew most of their support
from those voters.
War Increase
Only 30 percent of the nationwide electorate favored anv increase in the current war effort.
Republicans Nixon and Ronald
Reagan and American Independent George Wallace drew the
majority of their support from
this group. Reagan and Wal-

..•

lace each polled three percent of
the total vote.
Concerning U. S. bombing
policy, SO percent of the voters
favored either cessation or suspension. An increase in bombing
was supported by 30 percent.
In the "urban crisis", voting
was divided evenly between education and job training opportunities. Each received 40 percent of the vote.
Harding Differed
Harding voting differed radically from national norm and
generally reflected a more conservative attitude than was
evident in nationwide voting.
Harding students voted 57 percent in favor of increasing the
U. S. war effort with 40 percent
calling for "all out war," twice
a!> large a percentage as the
national norm. Fifty-three percent called for intensified bomlr
ing, 23 percent higher than the
national average.
Harding students voted 35 percent in favor of reducing U. S.
military activities and 34 percent in favor of cessation or
suspension of bombing.
On the urban problem Harding's vote was closer to the
norm than on any other question. Education and jobs both
r€:ceived roughly normal percentages; however, 27 percent
of the Harding voters insisted
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Cool it. Things could be worse. You could
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on riot control compared with
the national 12 percent.
Nixon Takes Harding
Nixon was by far the best vote
getter on Harding's campus. He
polled a strong 40 percent. Get·
ting second place was Wallace
with 14 percent followed closely
by McCarthy with 12 percent
and Kennedy with 10 percent.
Reagan followed with nine percent, Rockefeller with five percent and Johnson with four percent.
Harding's voting, while remarkably dissimilar from any
region in the U.S., is closest to
the voting of the South and
Southwest. In these regions
Nixon polled first with McCarthy seeond and · Kennedy
third.
However, the South and Southwest were evenly divided on the
question of an increase or decrease in U. S. military activity.
There was a slight tendency in
those areas toward a more militaristic bombing policy.
From Northeast
Harding differed most from
the Northeast and Mid-Atlantic
states. There Nixon finished far
back in fourth place and more
than 70 percent of the students
favored reduced military action
and bombing.
The national voting revealed
certain tendencies that may be
of interest to convention leaders
this summer. For instance,
while Nixon finished third in
first place votes, he finished
fourth in ballot mentions (first,
second, or third choices), behind Rockefeller. This voting
was done prior to the governor's
announcement of his candidacy
and his write-in win over Nixon
in the Massachusetts primary.
The American Independent
Party's Wallace polled no better
than fourth even in the South,
Southeast and Southwest, traditional strongholds for statesrights candidates.
Humphrey Two Percent
Vice-President Hubert Humphrey, who had not declared
his candidacy but to whom labor
and state politicians had already
appealed, received only two percent of the vote in a last minute
write-in campaign.
President Johnson receixed
six percent of the voting despiW. his announcement that he
would not run.
Over 44 percent of those voting _ in Choice '68 will be of
voting age in November. All will
be of voting age by election in
four years.
Statistically, the 500,000 Choice
'68 voters who may vote in
November may have little effect
on the election. In 1964 70.5 million voters went to the polls to
vote for the chief administrator.

Mr. McDaniel Says •••
Get your dress shirts
ready for the special occasion ..•

~

HARDING
LAUNDRY
CONYENIENnY LOCATED ON CAMPUS
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SA OHicers,
Reps Selected
Officers and representatives have been chosen for
next year's Student Association.
The complete list of officials
are as follows: Ronnie Reeve,
president; Rick Glass, vicepresident; Lynn Rolen, secretary; and Bruce Stidham,
treasurer.
,
Class reprE)sentatives are:
senior, Phil Roberson and
Sherri Tipps; junior, Rod
Brewer and Gloria Page;
and sophomore Chris Greene
and Peggy Tarpley.
Freshman representatives
will be chosen in the fall.

Science Forum
Slated Next.Year
By Diane Hoagland
Favorable response to the Behavioral Science Symposium
held last Friday insured the occurrence of a similar symposium
next year, according to Bill
Culp, sociology instructor.
From a questionnaire given to _
to those attending the final session, the psychology-sociology
department learned the majority
felt the purpose of the symposium was accomplished .
The audience was primarily
composed of Harding students
and they listed the most important benefit being a chance to
hear the professionals discuss
the field of law enforcement and
penal reform .
Victor Urban, superintendent,
Cummins Prison Farm drew the
largest audience estimated at
200, by Culp.
A question and answer period
following each presentation allowed invited guests and students a chance to probe the subjects further. Those questioned
suggested a longer such period
at future symposiums.
At a brainstorming session
held Wednesday, the psychologysociology faculty suggested these
topics for next year's symposium i community p r o b le m s,
poverty, mental illness, the
child in society and contemporary social problems.
Throughout the summer department members will research
the topics and begin plans for
the second symposium to be held
in February or March, Culp
said.

Cheerleader Elections
Set for This Monday
Approximately 15 girls will
be vying for seven positions
on the 1968-68 Bison cheerleading squad in tryouts Monday afternoon.
The tryouts will be held
after the pursuit race on the
intramural field late Monday
afternoon. A specific time
will be announced.

'I
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Carol Lynn Prueba

Prucha, McDonald to Wed

Sarah McDonald

McDonald, McBride to Wed
The engagement of Miss Sarah McDon:~ld to
M. Douglas McBride is announced by her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Stewart G: McDonald of Nashville,
Tenn.
Parents of the future groom are Mr. and Mrs.
M. D. McBride of Camden.
Miss McDonald is a sophomore elementary education major and a member of Ju Go Ju social
club.
McBride, a member of Sub T-16, is a senior
journalism major and is editor of the Bison.
An August wedding is planned in Nashville.

Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Prucha of Shawnee, Okla.,
announce the engagement of their daughter Carol
Lynn to Gary Edward McDonald.
Parents of the groom-to-be are Mr: and Mrs.
J. M. McDonald of Winchester.
Miss Prucha is a 1967 graduate of Harding
and is presently serving a dietetic internship •t
the University of Oklahoma Medical Center in
Oklahoma City. While at Harding she was a member of Ko Jo Kai social club and was an attendant
to the homecoming and Petit Jean queens.
McDonald is a senior business administration
major a·t Harding and is a member of Kappa Sigma
social club and of the Accounting Club.
The wedding date is :August 24.

Lea G - .

lou Gillean to Wed Mowry

,.

Mr. and Mrs. Amos E. Gillean of Delaplaine an·
nounce the engagement and coming marriage of
their daughter, Lou, to John Mowry, son of Mr.
and Mrs. C. M. Mowry, Columbia, S.C.

The bride-elect is a junior l>lology major at Hardil)g. She is a member of Regina social club.
Mowry Is a junior speech major at Harding.
A May 28 wedding is planned for the Westside
Church of Christin Searcy beginning at 7 p.m.

·-·,r
ALLEN'S QUALITY BAKERY

Brewer-Doran Engagement

Birthday Cakes
Wedding Cakes
All Bakery Specialities

l

Mr. and Mrs. General G. Brewer of Foley, Ala.,
announce the engagement of their daughter, Faye
Marie, to Ronald Harry Doran, son of Mrs. John
W. Doran of Wheeling, W. Va.
Miss Brewer is a senior art major and is a member of Mu Eta Adelphian social club; secretary of
the Eta Chapter t;>f Alpha Chi; vice-president of
the Epsilon Iota Chapter of Kappa Pi, national art
fraternity; and a member of the Guild, Harding's
art club.
Doran received the B.S. degree from Harding in
1967. He was a member or Beta Phi K;appa social
club, the band, the chorale and Northern Lights
mission club. He is now a candidate for the M.S.
from the University of South Carolina in Columbia.
The couple will be wed June 14 at 7:30p.m. in the
Foley Church of Christ.

Sally Cook Named
SNEA State Head
Sally Cook, a junior at Harding from Pine Bluff, was elected
president of the Student Arkansas Education A s s o c i a t i o n
(S.A.E.A.) at a recent meeting
at the Arkansas Educati"n Association Building in Little Rock.
This organization is a branch
of the Student National Education Association (S.N.E.A.).
Miss Cook is vice-president
and program chairman of the
Harding S.N.E.A. for 1968-69.
She was elected to junior membership in Alpha Chi national
scholarship society this year.
She is president of the Gata
social club, a member of the
Bison Booster Club and a "Big
Sister" at Harding.
She was an active member of
Future Teachers Association in
High School and has been an
active member of S.N.E.A. during her three years at Harding.
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How to
wrap up
Mother's Day:

First Security

Bank

Let Us Serve Yoll

Bank Security First
CH 5-5831
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Mother's Day is May 12th.
And don't forget the rose.
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Baseball Year Ends on Sour Note;
Ouachita, Luck Deal Final Losses
By David Crouch
Harding's baseball team was
dealt two losses last week, one
by the Ouachita Tigers and the
other by the flip of a coin.
1l'lt he teams final doubleheader, Ouachita took the opening game 13-8; but the Bisons
bounced back in the second
game to score two runs in the
bottom of the seventh and edge
by the Tigers 5-4.
Dotson Scores
Bison Denny Dotson singled in
the home half of the seventh
and later scored the winning ruri
in the second game as Gary
Corum singled to center. Dotson
went 4-7 at the plate for the
twinbill and Gay Wheatley upped his pitching mark to 4-2.
The split dropped Ouachita into a tie for first with Southern
State for the AIC baseball
crown .. Harding finished 5-7 in
the AIC tied with Henderson for
third place. The Bisons of Carl
Allison posted a 15-9 overall
re.wrd.
Second Loss
The Bisons' second loss came
Monday in Little Rock. Only
fo\:r teams from the AIC could
compete in the Pine Bluff tourney to determine the District 17
NAIA champion.
Since Harding and Henderson

were deadlocked in third place
a flip of a coin decided which
was to see tournament action.

Fiancees
Miss Wonderful

~

Poll Parrot Shoes
For Children
200 North Spring
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BY DAVID CROUCH
Sports Editor

A quick glance at the calendar finds that Harding's golf,
tennis and track squads still
must compete in AIC contests
to determine final conference
standings.
The golf team did not look
overly impressive in its first
month of matches, but Bob
Gilliam's foursome has shown
marked improvement in these
final weeks of play.
'DIE TEAM IS better than
their match record indicates and

Harding Teams
Enter Finals

-~·..
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Harding's golf team will
participate in the Arkansas Intercollegiate tournament Monday and Tuesday in
Little Rock.
The AIC track meet will
be held at Quigley Stadium
in Little Rock on Friday and
Saturday, May 17 and 18•
AIC tennis championships
wUl be played Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday in Little
Rock.

Steele Started Career With Plastic Bat

Rand and Randcraft
Shoes for Men

'

ON OUR SIDE

Bison 'Thinking Shortstop'

Featuring

7
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School is drawing to a close and with the arrival of
May tournament time in the AIC approaches. This year
Bison competitors face their toughest challenge in the final
conference meets.
scores have continued to drop

PICK-OFF PIT<;H - First baseman Gary Corum hopes to pick
off a Tiger as he awaits the pitch during last week's action
here against Ouachita. Harding split the doubleheader.

SHOE
STORE

*
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A Young Team's Fancy Lightly Turns ..

..

FAMILY

The Bisons lost even though they
had split with the Reddies in
regular season play.
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By David Crouch
When does a batting star get
his start in baseball? For Harding's leading hitter, Roy Steele,
it came when he was only fourteen months old. That was when
his father bought him his first
bat (plastic) and started him on
his baseball career.
Steele began his "official"
baseball life as a bat-boy for
his father's little league team.
The Columbia, Tenn., native
moved up through the ranks
from little league competition
to a starting spot in Columbia's
American Legion program,
The 19-year-old sophomore is
~

WYATT'S BARBER SHOP
Razor Cuts $3o00
Hair Styling $4o50
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• Love Bright Diamond Rings
The Registered Diamonds that Assure you of
Permanent Value Always

• Sterling Silver by Gorham. Towle. Wallace
and International
• China by Lenox and Syracuse
...
• Crystal by Tiffin. Glastonburg
Two Watch Repairmen for the Finest in
Jewelry and Watch Repair

Parrish jewelry
112 N. Spring

in his second season as Har::.'
ding's number one shortstop.
After eighteen games Steele is
sporting an impressive .400
average at the plate. His 22 hits
for 55 appearances is five hits
more than his entire 1967 campaign and his average is nearly
twice his freshman mark.
Steele, a 5'11" 175 pounder, is
not an over-powering hitter, but
his consistency in getting on
base is an invaluable asset to
coach Carl Allison's baseball
nine. And, he has proved equally
adept at getting across home
plate, as he has scored 18 runs.
In the RBI department Steel has
again bettered last year's performance, having already driven
in twelve team-mates. He only
managed four RBI's during
1967.
Not only is he known for his
"big stick" in AIC circles, but
also for his uncanny fielding
ability. Some have tagged Steele
as the "thinking shortstop",
always knowing where the base
runner is and how to trap between bases. His "sticky" glove
has committed only four errors
in Harding's eighteen games this
season.
Besides the many Bison supporters, Steele has three loyal
fans that come out to watch him
play. His wife, Gilda, and their
16-month old daughter, Sherry,
are avid rooters for the Bison
slugger. His father also journeys
from Columbia to Harding's
home games.

ROY STEELE
A Synthetic Start

Giants, Pirates, Dodgers, Oilers, Pels
Post Intramural Baseball Victories
In National League intramural
baseball action, the Giants
scored thirteen runs in the last
two innings to stomp the Braves
13-1. Phil Pharr was the lone
scorer for the Braves.
Using wme substitutions, the

~mitk-Vau9l.taK
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Housewares -

Gifts

Quick Monogram Service

FREE PARKING
311 East Race

with every match. The only
trouble is the opposition's scores
have been dropping also.
Terry McMichael continues to
be the leading golfer, just as he
was last . year. Much of the
Bisons' success in the tourney
will depend on his accuracy at
Little Rock. In 1967 McMichael
led the team to a fifth place
finish in the conference.
Harding's tennis team is the
brightest spot in the AIC meets.
The often forgotten netters have
thus farer ecorded a 6~2 mark
over AIC foes.
TilE TENNIS TEAM does not
have to worry about talent, only
which of the talent is best.
Junior David Elliott and sophomore Dean Bawcom have been
the 1-2 combination for the
Bisons, and this duo ranks with
the best in the AIC.
Close behind are sophomores
Lynn Dixon, Rusty Barclay and
Glenn Blue and freshman Skip
Cain adding their experience to
the squad.
Usually Bawcom and Elliott
are paired in the doubles, but
in recent weeks the doubles
teams have been switched and
each time a winning pair has
developed. Coach Bob Knight
must now decide just who is
best and will play in the AIC
tourney.
TilE TRACK PICTURt: is the
most unpredictable of all the
meets. Southern State gets the
nod for first place, but can the
Bisons finish second? Many
have tagged Harding thinclads
as second best while others have
ventured to drop them to fourth
behind SCA and Arkansas A&M.
Harding has three of the best
distance runners (Jim Crawford,
Joe Boyle and Craig Kesterson)
in the AIC. For a high finish in
the final standings these three
must finish 1-2-3 in the mile and
two-mile.
IN TilE FIELD events the
Bisons are stronger than last
year; but looking at Bison performances this year, Harding
would still rank fourth in most
of the competitions.
The relay scene has improved
from its slow start, as changes
in personnel have put some life
into the four man teams.
The Bisons have gradually
knocked seconds off their best
times, but will this be enough
for a high finish at the AIC meet
next week?

CH 5-4611

Faculty was edged out by - the
Pirates 5-4.
Jerry Brock homered on the
second pitch of the Card-Dodger
game Monday night to account
for one of the Dodger runs as
the Dodgers defeated the Cards
4-2. The other three Dodger
runs came in the fifth and final
inning when Parker drove in
two runs and scored himself
after a hit to left field. Gilbert
and Adams scored for the Cards.
On the minor league scene, the
Oilers defeated the Academy
9-2.
The Travs went down to the
Pels 3-1 with John Curtis pitching for the Pels.
The Oilers squeezed by the
Barons 7-6. Oiler pitcher Bob
Lendman added two hits and
scored twice besides striking out
nine men.
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Galaxy, Chi Sigs, Kappa Phi Take Titles
Four Old
. Records Fall
In Track &·Field Action
By David Crouch
Record - shattering performances and close scores marked
Harding's annual track and field
day Tuesday as Galaxy, Chi
Sigs and Kappa Phi won in their
respective divisions.
Scoring in the American League centered around the record
breaking Chi Sig team. The Chi
Sigs won seven of sixteen events
and four of these wins were new
meet records. The Saunders
brothers, sophomore Russ and
junior George, accounted for
three of these marks.
The younger Saunders began
the day by shaving three seconds off the mile record (4:42.6)
and then in the evening competition setting a new half mile
mark (3:04.7). His elder brother
took top honors in the 440-yd.
dash with a record 52.5 clocking.
Harvey Rhodes accounted for
the other Chi Sig record by
clearing the high jump bar at
5'10¥2". Jerry Moore took charge
of the hurdling competition winning both the high and low
events for the Chi Sigs.
Other American League record
breakers were Phi Gamma's
Bob Sharp in the shot, 48'-4",
and Sigma Tau's Jerry Evans
in the pole vault, 13'0".
Evans High Point
Evans was the small clubs'
high point man as he scored
twenty of Sigma Tau's thirtysix points. Besides his first place
finish in the pole vault, he won
the long jump and the 220-yd.
dash, placed second in the high
jump and third in the low
hurdles.
Others scoring wins were Bob
Lendman of Alpha Tau in the
discus, Joe Reasons of Alpha
Tau in the javelin and John
Kelly of Kappa Sigs in the 100yd dash.
Rounding out the scoring behind Chi Sigs' 51 y.. points were
Sigma Tau 36, Fraters and
Kappa Sigs 23 each, Alpha Tau
16¥2, Phi Gamma 10, Koinonia
81,6, Lambda's 6¥2 and Knights
and TNT with I.
In National League
The National League champion wasn't decided until the
final race of the meet with
Galaxy placing second in the
mile relay to edge out APK for
top honors.
After the morning competition,
APK had accumulated 31¥2
points to Galaxy's 12, but
strength in the nmning events

gave the Starmen the championship in their first attempt at
large club track competition.
David Reeves was a double
winner for Galaxy. His 20.8 was
first in the low hurdles and his
23.2 was tops in the 220-yd. dash.
Reeves also ran legs on the second place 440 and 880-yd. relay
teams. Wayne Huey was the
only other Starman to win as he
captured first place in the 880.
APK garnered five first places
in the meet. Ron Goss won the
high hurdles, Gary Martin the
shot, Bob Schenk the long jump,
James Street the discus and
Vance Dooley the high jump.
Dooley's 6-2¥2 leap was a National League record.
Independent Jimmy Isom set
a new 100-yd. dash mark with
his 9.9 clocking. Isom was the
National League's high point
competitor with 11% points.
The Independent relay team
(Curtis Booker, Elijah Anthony,
Moses Rollins and Isom) made a
clean sweep of the relay events,
winning the 440, 880 and mile
relays.
Other large club winners included Sub-T's Stan Weeks in
the pole vault, Mohican's Larry
Franks in the mile, Beta Phi's
David Winter in the javelin and
Independents' Rollins in the
440.
Finishing behind Galaxy's 38
points were APK 36lh,, Independents 34, Mohicans 33¥2, Sub-T
23 and Beta Phi 11.
Kappa Phi dominated the

"'
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First by a Nose
girls' division scoring 32 points
to defeat defending champion
Theta Psi by sixteen points.
Theta Psi was second with 16
points, MEA third with 15 and
KKK fourth with 14.
KKK's Dee Gregory was the
only double winner in running
events, sec-ring wins in the low
hurdles and the 220-vd dash.
Cynthia Varney of MEA captured two firsts in the field
P.vents, winning the shot and the
.discus. Marian McClaren scored

OH, MY ACHING BACK!- It's the old story of what happens
when an irresistable force meets an immovable object in the
Tug-o'-War, a feature of the Intramural Track and Field Day
Action.
Theta Psi's only win in the long jump, Donna Cheek in the
base run, Kay Smith in the softhigh jump competition.
Kappa Phi scored wins in four ball throw and in the 440-yd
events: Becky Lenderman in the relay.

Professional Careers in Cartography
CIVILIAN EMPLOYMENT with the U. S. AIR FORCE
CREATING AEROSPACE PRODUCTS
Must have completed requirements for Bachelor's Degree including 5 hours college math, The required math must include at least
2 of the following: college algebra, trigonometry, analytic geometry, differential calculus, integral calculus, or any course for
which any of these is a prerequisite. Equivalent experience
acceptable. Training program. Op.enings for men and women.
Application and further information foiWarded on request.
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Tigers Capture
Softball Crown,
12-6, Over Mets
By Joyce Littlejohn
The undefeated Tigers (Kappa
Phi and LC's) won the women's
club softball championship Monday night by winning over the
Mets (GATA and Beta Tau
Gamma) by a score of 12-6.
Winning pitcher Linda Mueller
and Donna Cheek both came in
three times for the Tigers. Kay
Smith also turned in an excellent performance for the Tigers
as shortstop.
The Mets attempted to make
a comeback in the fourth and
final inning when Peb Huggins
drive in two runs with a standup triple. She was followed by
Nita Mullins who doubled and
drove her in. After Nita stole
third, Jane Wade struck out and
Mary Welch was out on first to
end 'the ball .game and cinch the
championship for the Tigers.
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1300 E. Race
HARDING GOLFER Don Wilson outts in recent match with John
Brown University on the Country Club links.
Harding won the
match 15-0.
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